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Issue 2 

Primary Policy PP3 Placemaking 

Development plan 
reference: 

 
Policies, page 7-86  

 PP3 Placemaking, page 9 
 

Reporter: 

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including 
reference number): 

 
PP3 Placemaking 
Forestry Commission (0307) 
Scotia Homes Ltd (0480) 
Scottish Government (0490) 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny)  (0908) 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
 

 
 
 

Provision of the 
development plan to 
which the issue 
relates: 

 
Provides overarching policy context on placemaking and 
design which reflects Scottish Government objectives.  

Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s): 

 
PP3 Placemaking 
Forestry Commission (0307) 
Supports criterion requiring developments to be integrated into natural landscape 
and maintaining and creating green corridors.  However, seeks clarity of term 
‘integrate’ in bullet point 7 as it is ambiguous in this context and integration should 
not be at the detriment of the existing landscape, e.g. woodland used to screen 
development should not be replaced by development but increased to provide 
desired screening effect.  Diagram provided by respondent. 
 
Scotia Homes Ltd (0480) 
Support for policy and justification. 
 
Scottish Government (0490) 
Support.  Consider PP3 embeds national policy very well into the local context. 
 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
Consider that not all developments over 10 houses will be able to deliver on all of 
the aspirations and policy should set out appropriate degree of flexibility for 
individual sites. 
 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny) (0908) 
Consider that developers will seek to apply principles differently.  Object to bullet 
point 6 as this is too prescriptive and there may be instances where buildings 
have multi-facades therefore discretion should be allowed for.  Seek clarification 
on requirement for design statements for all developments over 10 units in terms 
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of whether this applies to residential developments over 10 units or for residential 
units of 10 or more, a Design Statement or Design and Access Statement applies 
to commercial development over 500m2, and what critera will be used to 
determine which applications should be supported by Design Statements or 
Design and Access Statements. 
 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
Consider wording of policy is overly restrictive.  Criteria are not applicable to ‘all’ 
development and this wider view of development should be reflected in the policy.  
Seeks amendment to text. 
 

Modifications sought by those submitting representations: 

 
PP3 Placemaking 

Forestry Commission (0307) 
Suggests clarity is provided within policy on the term ‘integrate’ in bullet point 7.   
 
Scotia Homes (0480) 
Support noted. 
 
Scottish Government (0490) 
Support noted. 
 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
Infers policy justification amended to afford flexibility in requirement for design 
statements for 10 houses or more. 
 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny) (0908) 
Amend bullet point 6 to “aspire to create buildings that front onto streets with 
public fronts and private backs and have clearly defined public and private 
spaces”.  Clarify in policy justification whether the need for a Design Statement 
applies to residential developments of over 10 units (i.e. 11 units) or for residential 
units of 10 or more, and whether the potential need for a Design Statement or 
Design and Access Statement applies to commercial developments in excess of 
500m2.  Add text to policy justification that “developments should aspire to ensure 
that all open space is overlooked as far as possible”. 
 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
Amend text in first paragraph to “Where applicable, developments should 
incorporate the key principles of ...”.  Amend text in second paragraph to “Where 
applicable, developments should;”.   
 

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority: 

 
PP3 Placemaking 
Integration of Natural Landscape Features 
The integration of development within the natural landscape may take various 
forms depending on the individual features of the site. A flexible policy approach 
is necessary to adapt to a variety of landscape forms and development proposals. 
Nevertheless, the policy evidently attributes significant importance to the 
integration of development with natural landscape features rather than their 
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removal.  Therefore, ‘integrate’ in this context infers integration into the existing 
landscape which under the terms of policy ER3 Development in Woodlands and 
Scottish Government Policy on Control of Woodland Removal (CD35) means 
there is a presumption to retain existing woodland. 
 
Policy ER3 Development in Woodlands sets out that opportunities to create new 
woodland and plant native species trees in new development will be sought.  This 
policy protects woodlands from development where there is an unacceptable 
adverse effect on their value and seeks compensatory planting in those proposals 
where it is deemed appropriate to remove trees.   
 

No modification is proposed. 
 
Building Orientation/Natural Surveillance 
Successful places are largely dependent on active street frontages and natural 
surveillance.  Whilst it is accepted that there may be circumstances where 
buildings are multi-faceted, the majority of developments will contain buildings 
with one principal elevation.  To ensure the objectives of Designing Places 
(CD38) and Designing Streets (CD30) are met PP3 Placemaking requires 
buildings to have public fronts and private backs. This is considered a need rather 
than aspiration.    Discretion will be applied where other building compositions 
meet the objectives of the aforesaid Scottish Government policies (CD30 & 
CD38), PP3 Placemaking and the Council’s Supplementary Guidance Urban 
Design (CD03).  Other building compositions and orientations may also provide 
natural surveillance of open space.   
 

No modification is proposed. 
 
Design & Access Statements 
Design Statements will be required for developments of both 10 residential units 
or more and individual buildings comprising 10 residential units or more, and 
commercial developments of 500 square metres or more. Within the context of 
Moray, this scale of development may have a significant impact on the built and 
natural environment.  Therefore, it is pertinent that design statements are sought 
that reflect local circumstances rather than nationally set major development 
thresholds to ensure a high standard of design is realised within a rural context.  
This policy approach is consistent with PP2 Climate Change.   
 
The Design Statement should include an explanation of what way the criteria of 
policy PP3 Placemaking and Supplementary Guidance Urban Design (CD03) 
have and have not been met.   This will allow the applicant to justify the individual 
circumstances where a departure is necessary and permit flexibility in policy 
application.   
 
Whilst it is evident from the policy wording and justification text that the policy will 
only be applied to relevant development proposals, to provide further clarity the 
Council is amenable to changing the policy wording from “All developments ...” to 
“All residential, commercial, business/industrial and retail developments ...”, 
should the Reporter be so minded.   
 

If the Reporter is so minded, the Council would have no objection to the 
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modification as outlined above. 

Reporter’s conclusions: 

 
 

Reporter’s recommendations: 

 
 

 


